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12  Rural Retailers Wear Many Hats
In a remote area of northeastern Pennsylvania the owners of
Endless Mountains Archery have built their business on cater-
ing to hunters before and after the hunt. Lorraine and Jeff will
sell you a bow, help you learn to shoot on their indoor range,

then process your
deer into venison
cuts or cured spe-
cialty meats using
their extensive range
of spices. Business
Editor John Kasun
profiles this hard-
working couple.

6 From The Publisher
Why we’re adding an on-line
companion to this publication.

8 Product Showcase
From peep sights to crossbow cockers.

24 Industry News
Remembering Dave Staples.

33 ATA News & Views
Understanding Membership Services.

36 Hunting for Single Pin Sights
There is a wealth of models to choose 
from when customers prefer the 
simplicity of a single pin sight.
Mike Raykovicz covers both fixed pin 
and range adjustable models.
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50 Behind The Brand: Lakewood Products
This Wisconsin firm has some different ideas about the best
way to design and build bow cases. By Tim Dehn.

54 Testing Key 
Bow Attributes
The Archery Evolution
team is back to give 
retailers more insight 
into how popular 
models compare in 
key qualities. By Jon
Teater and Anthony 
Barnum.

74 How to Practice with a Purpose
Coach and competitor Larry Wise shows you how to make those 
hours in front of a target count for customers and for yourself.

80 10-Ring Marketing Tips: Cherry Picking
When ad agencies aren’t as busy you may find your marketing
dollars will go farther. By Jim Ising.

82 Advertising & Product Directory

84 Can Muzzleloading 
Put a Bang in Profits
John Kasun’s familiarity 
with front-loaders is evident 
in this article that can 
help our retail readers 
decide whether they should 
carry muzzleloaders.

92 More Coverage of the 
2000 Crossbow Lines
Tim Dehn covers innovative 
models from the Stryker by
BowTech brand, and from
Horton Manufacturing

96 NASP News:
Family Funding 
Archery banquets may 
catch on as a way to raise the money to 
maintain and expand school archery programs.
By NASP Foundation President Roy Grimes.

97 Dealer to Dealer: Facing up to Challenges
Independent retailers share many common concerns.

98 Silks Bow Reports: Pearson’s Fast TX4
and Very Affordable Pathfinder Youth Bow
Jon Silks tests the high performance hunting and 3-D bow from 
Pearson. Then he looks at a more conventional youth model 
that combines good performance with a wide, 10-inch draw 
length adjustment range. Check out ArrowTrade’s new test 
report format where critical information is available at a glance.
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Like other publishers,
I’ve had to consider
how to make the best

use of rapidly changing tech-
nologies. While we’ve had a
modest web site where many
back articles are available as
PDF downloads, we’ve frankly
chosen to limit the amount we
invest in it so we can continue
improving the print edition. 

Now Digital Publisher Pro
is helping us produce a full digital companion to ArrowTrade. We tested the
technology with our July issue and barring unforeseen complications,
intend to begin offering a no-cost digital companion as an addition to each
print issue. You can access it at www.digitalpublisherpro.com/arrowtrade.

I wanted to make sure the digital version of ArrowTrade was as close to
“the real thing” as possible, and the technology is pretty impressive. It was
developed by Kenny Wright and David Farlow, who have long worked on
the print publishing side of the outdoor industry. Like this print version of
ArrowTrade, the digital one includes every page which you view as a
spread, as if the publication was open on your desk or counter. You use
your mouse to pan around the pages and zoom in to read text or examine
a photo or ad. There’s no awkward PDF or word processing interface with
this system: You move in to read a section just as if you’d drawn the print
title within reading distance. In fact, when you grab a page to turn it with
the mouse, you actually see and hear the page curl and turn. The delays
between steps are minimal on high speed internet connections, yet are an
essential part of the system. The connection draws just the data you need
to view the portion you’re reading, similar to the soft-proofing system we’ve
used in our Minnesota editorial office for over a year to examine page files
just before they’re burned into metal plates at Royle Printing in Wisconsin.

The digital edition has other neat features. We’ve been listing impor-
tant content on the cover, and you can jump to it instantly by clicking on
that cover line. Above the main viewing area are numbers of the spreads,
and pausing on one of them snaps open a thumbnail view so you can
quickly find a needed article. As our library of full digital edition grows,
we’ll keep them accessible through the internet. When a retailer can go
back and review important Business Basics articles by John Kasun, or brush
up on his coaching or tuning skills through lessons from Larry Wise, the
whole bowhunting industry benefits.

Most advertisers are now including website addresses as part of the
contact information. We’ve added links to each of those ads that pop up
when the reader places the mouse over the advertisement. As viewership
for the on-line edition grows among our subscriber base, that easy access
to web sites should give a nice extra boost to the strong ad response man-
ufacturers and distributors already
receive from this print publication.

We’re going digital
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Generates predatory, super-ionized, scent-eliminating
Oxygen molecules.
MOXY’s™ patented molecule is up to 12X more
powerful than normal Ozone.

Works off AC, or your vehicle’s 12V power.

Works on anything! Eradicates odor, even from bloody,

soiled clothing, boots & gear.

Dramatically extends the life and performance of

your scent-control clothing.

Treat your gear for 15 minutes and hunt SCENT FREE!!
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GrizzlyStik Carbon Arrows Seeking Wider Distribution
For nearly two decades Alaska Bowhunting Supply has offered innovative, “Alaska

Tough” archery products to bowhunters around the world. “We’re pioneers in the
effectiveness of heavy carbon arrows,” a spokesman said.“The impressive GrizzlyStik
line with CT-Technology (continuous taper) and EFOC (extreme forward of center) are
considered the best money can buy for penetrating heavy boned, dangerous game
like Africa’s Cape buffalo.The design provides incredible energy retention, near instant
paradox recovery, and a dra-
matic increase in penetration
potential. The multi-directional
woven carbon construction
offers unmatched strength, vir-
tually eliminating shaft impact
failure and provides the neces-
sary mass weight to drive
through the toughest game.”

GrizzlyStik carbon arrows
are available in three models, the Sitka, Alaskan and Safari, to accommodate bows
from 40 to 100-plus pounds. The entire GrizzlyStik line, with its generous margins,
is now available to dealers and distributors as either raw shafts or attractive finished
arrows fletched with feathers or vanes.

For more information call Ed Schlief at (907) 345-4256 or reach him via email at
ed@alaskabowhunting.com.

Hallmark Cutlery Has
New Kissing Crane Designs
Hallmark Cutlery is handling the Kissing

Crane line of time-honored patterns in
knives. This 3-Blade Lockback Whittler was introduced at the 2008 Blade
Show, and has polished nickel silver bolsters and pins, brass liners and
blades of 440 stainless steel. The main blade measures 2-3/4 inches and
closed the knife is just over 4 inches long. MSRP on this model is $39.95.
The Kissing Crane line includes pocketknives, folders, lockbacks, fixed
blades and stilletos, with a wide range of styles. Handle scales range from
utilitarian to hand-selected limited edition exotics, with
materials including delrin, red bone, autumn bone, gen-
uine stag, genuine ram’s horn and mother of pearl. For
information on this brand and others now being handled
by the 30-year cutlery industry veterans at Hallmark
Cutlery, call (866) 583-3912.

Bullet Offers A CO2 Powered Cocking Aid
A 200 pound draw crossbow can be a struggle to cock on

the ground, but Bullet Archery is selling a device that claims
to make cocking easy, even in a treestand. Plus it can be done
with very little-game-spooking movement.

“Just set the E-Z COCKER on your crossbow, push the CO2
power tab, 1;2;3 your crossbow is cocked,” said Bullet
Archery’s Jim Nagle.“The E-Z COCKER also allows for un-load-
ing a crossbow without the danger of firing an arrow or phys-
ically being overpowered by the crossbow.To cock simply set
the stirrup stop against the foot stirrup, set the nose guide on
the crossbow barrel, close the quick acting clamp and with a
few small bursts of CO2 the crossbow is effortlessly cocked.

Then to un-cock,
remove the arrow
and set the E-Z

COCKER in place. Pull the string shoe guide back against the
bowstring. Fire the crossbow and the power stroke rod col-
lapses absorbing the stored energy safely and quietly.”

The E-Z COCKER is constructed of aircraft grade aluminum
and stainless steel for durability and long life. It is designed to
be used with all major crossbows and has a suggested retail
price of $179.99.

For more information contact Jim Nagle at Bullet Archery
Products by calling (866) 833-5890. In Pennsylvania use (610)
833-5890. Or e-mail Nagle at Jim@bulletarchery.com.
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New Kowa Compacts
Kowa introduced compact BD25-GR

models at the 2008 SHOT Show built
with the same quality as the company’s
larger units. They feature a lightweight
aluminum alloy body covered with an
easy-grip rubber. The lenses are all fully
multicoated and the prisms have been
phase-coated with the Japanese optical
giant’s proprietary C3 coating for great
light transmission. For more about these
25mm models and larger ones, reach
Kowa’s US Sales force in California by
calling (310) 327-1913.

10

Peep Is Serving Free
Bach Enterprises LLC has launched the

line of Loc-A-Peep peep sights that
require no serving, reduce installation
time and eliminate movement on the
bowstring.

“Loc-A-Peep is the Worlds Only
Lockable, No Serving, Peep Sight System,”
said company founder Jon Bach. “It is
unlike any available on the market today.
We offer four different Peep configura-
tions. The Hunter, The Hunter Kit, The
Hunter Lite, and the Hunter Lite Kit. On
every level the Loc-A-Peep is revolution-

ary because its design doesn’t
need to be served or tied in, it is easy to install and easy to adjust.”

The peep comes in both tube and non-tube styles, and the kits include
interchangeable covers with aperture sizes of 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32 and 1/4
inch. The kits are especially handy for customers who want to shoot spots
or 3-D with the same setup they hunt with, since no change in pin settings
is needed. Bach himself is both an avid bowhunter and a competitive
archer who holds one national title, two sectional titles and 11 state titles.

Dealers can order Loc-A-Peep through Kinsey’s Archery, Lancaster
Archery Supply, Papes and Jakes Archery. Or contact the company direct-
ly at (609) 773-0099.

Eberlestock Has Bow-Carrying Design
Eberlestock, known for its high performance gear has introduced the “X

project” pack that carries weapon as well as gear.
“The X1A1 was carefully designed for the hunter that wants light, fast

mobility, “ President Glen Eberle said. “With its exclusive, patented and
patent-pending features, the X1A1’s Quickdraw Backscabbard and
Ripcord Bow Tether concept takes this pack to a new level of performance
perfection. The X1A1 lets you move with your hands free and weapon
secured. It will change the way you think about the hunting experience.“

The X1A1’s new “shooter harness” is vertically adjustable for varying
torso lengths, is thinner for ease of shooting, and more comfortable with
heavier loads.

Eberlestock is a leading manufacturer of hunting and military style
packs.The packs Glen Eberle designs are used by professional hunters and
militaries throughout the world. For more information on the X1A1 and
the complete line of Eberlestock Gear, visit www.Eberlestock.com on the
web at or call (208) 866-5695.
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Carson Optical Introduces BinoArmor
Carson Optical, a leading supplier of binoculars, magnifiers and optical acces-

sories, has introduced an innovative binocular cover. It replaces awkward cases and
lens covers for quick, easy access to binoculars for hunting or birding.

The BinoArmor is a protective, neoprene wrap that secures to the binocular with
a wide, heavy duty elastic strap and wraps the binocular in a lightweight, cushiony
cover of neoprene. A strong magnetic closure holds the BinoArmor wrap closed, yet
it opens quickly and quietly, something of importance to bowhunters who don’t
want to spook game with noisy hook & loop fasteners.“Just pull to open,” a compa-
ny spokesman said.“The soft, flexible neoprene flaps fall down and away from the

ocular and objective lenses
and you’re ready to focus in
on what’s happening. The
BinoArmor works with your
existing neck strap or har-
ness for use in the field.“

The BinoArmor is sized to
fit most models of binocu-
lars with 42mm lenses and
carries a suggested retail
price of $20. It is made of
dark green neoprene with
black vinyl and nylon rein-
forcements for added dura-
bility. Call Carson toll-free
in New York at (800) 9-
OPTICS or e-mail: info@car-
sonoptical.com.

Release Light New From 3B
Nocking arrows in low light and hook-

ing up a release can be easier with the
Release Light Plus. This micro-LED light
attaches to the head of most releases
with double-sided adhesive. The device
is also handy for use in the dim light of
hunting blinds, and can help hunters
locate needed items in their packs. 3B
Outdoors of Ohio also makes the Trident
Release, with an integral light. Contact
Bill Freitag at (740) 398-6469.
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